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JURISDICTION
Jurisdiction of this Court over this matter is an issue before this Court. Mr. Panos
presented this present petition pursuant to Rule 65B(d)(2).
ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW AND STANDARD OF REVIEW
The issues presented for review in this Court were outlined by this Court's Order
dated August 29, 2003. These issues are as follows:
Issue 1: Whether the real party in interest, Jennifer Ann Castle, failed to timely pay
the filing fees referenced by Utah Code of Judicial Administration 4-803, and if so,
whether that failure deprived the district court of jurisdiction to entertain her appeal de
novo of the small claims judgment.
Standard of Review: Ms. Castle submits that the issue presents both question of
fact, namely, what fees were untimely paid and the circumstances thereof; and a question
of law, the interpretation of Rule 4-803. As to the interpretation of Rule 4-803 questions
concerning the construction of statutes and rules are accorded no particular deference to
the lower court's ruling; and are reviewed for correctness. See Dipoma v. McPhie, 2001
UT 61, % 29 P.3d 1225; see also Longlev v. Leucadia Fin. Corp.. 2000 UT 69, ^[13, 9
P.3d 762. However, the actions and circumstances surrounding the payment of the filing
fee is a question of fact to which the district court's decision should be given some
deference. Pledger v. Gillespie, 1999 UT 54, ^[16, 982 P.2d 572. Additionally, pursuant
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to Rule 65B(d)(4) "[w]here the challenged proceedings are judicial in nature, the court's
review shall not extend further than to determine whether the respondent has regularly
pursued its authority." Utah R. Civ. P. 65B(d)(4); State v. Stirba. 972 P.2d 918, 923
(Utah Ct.App.1998) (holding that under Rule 65B an appellate court will act to correct
only a "gross and flagrant abuse of discretion" or a "particularly egregious and momentous
legal error.").
Issue 2: Whether the district court had equitable discretion to disregard the
requirements of Rule 4-803. If so, what is the legal authority supporting such equitable
discretion.
Standard of Review: As above, the interpretation of this Rule is a question of law
reviewed for correctness. See Dipoma v. McPhie, 2001 UT 61, f 8,29 P.3d 1225. This
rule and the applicable statutes and provisions related to it define the trial court's
discretion. See State v. Wanosik. 2003 UT 46, ^23, 79 P.3d 937 (holding that
interpretation of Criminal Rule of Procedure did not afford trial court discretion); see also
State v. Housekeeper, 2002 UT 118, ^[20, 62 P.3d 444 (holding that the Serious Youth
Offender Statute limited discretion of trial court). Again, pursuant to Rule 65B review is
limited to whether the district court properly acted within its authority. See Utah R. Civ.
P. 65B(d)(4).
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Issue 31 Whether, notwithstanding the requirements of section 78-6-10(2), which
bars further appeal "unless the court rules on the constitutionality of a statute or
ordinance," an extraordinary writ may nonetheless provide a further avenue of relief. If
so, whether and what, limits should be placed on the scope of that relief. If not, should
this court reconsider or modify its holding in Kawamoto v. Fratto. 994 P.2d 187 (Utah
2000), which permitted such relief.
Standard of Review: A party seeking to have a previous decision overruled bear a
substantial burden of persuasion; however, "a panel may overrule its own or another
panel's decision where "the decision is clearly erroneous or conditions have changed so as
to render the prior decision inapplicable." State v. Menzies. 899 P.2d 393, 398-99 (Utah
1994) (citation omitted).
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES AND RULES
Utah Code Ann. § 21-1-5 (has been renumbered to § 78-7-35.1(g)) (as amended in 2002
and effective on the date of the filing of the notice of appeal from the justice court):
The fee for a petition is: (I) $70.00 for trial de novo of an adjudication of the
justice court or of the small claims department;...
Utah Code Ann. § 78-6-10(2) (1953, as amended):
The appeal is a trial de novo and shall be tried in accordance with the
procedures of small claims actions, except a record of the trial shall be
maintained. The trial de novo may not be heard by a judge pro tempore
appointed under Section 78-6-1.5. The decision of the trial de novo may not
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be appealed unless the court rules on the constitutionality of a statute or
ordinance.
Utah Code Ann. § 78-6-14(4) (1953, as amended):
The fee in the justice Court for filing a notice of appeal for the trial de novo
in a court of record is $10.00. The fee covers all services of the Justice
Court on appeal but does not satisfy the trial de novo filing fee in the court
ofrecord.
Rule 65B(d)(2) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure:
Appropriate relief may be granted: (A) where an inferior court,
administrative agency, of officer exercising judicial functions has exceeded
its jurisdiction or abused its discretion....
Rule 12 Utah Rules of Small Claims Procedure 12:
(a) Either party may appeal a small claims judgment within ten business
days (not counting weekends and holidays) of receipt of notice of entry of
judgment.
(b) To appeal, the appealing party must file a Notice of Appeal (Form K) in
the court issuing the judgment and mail a copy to each party. The
appropriate fee must accompany the Notice of Appeal.
(c) On appeal, a new trial will be held ("trial de novo").
Rules of Judicial Administration 4-803(2)(D):
At the time of filing the notice of appeal, the appellant must deposit into
court issuing judgment the fees established under Utah Code Ann. Section
21-1-5 and Section 78-6-14. The payment of the filing fee is necessary for
conferring jurisdiction upon the district court.
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
I.

Nature of the Case

Plaintiff and Defendant were involved in a car accident in Tooele, Utah. Plaintiff
alleged damage to his vehicle and further alleged that Defendant, Jennifer Castle,
negligently caused this damage. Plaintiff originally filed a small claims action in the
Tooele Justice Court to recover the property damage to his vehicle. The Justice Court
eventually found in Plaintiffs favor and the District Court, after a trial de novo ruled in
favor of the Defendant. The relevant issue before this court was whether the District
Court had jurisdiction over Ms. Castle's appeal.
II.

Course of Proceedings

Both parties represented themselves before the Justice Court. After the small
claims trial a judgment was entered in favor of Ms. Castle. At some point in time after the
decision of the small claims judge, Plaintiff filed a motion to reconsider with the Justice
Court. The Justice Court held a new hearing in which it did not allow oral argument and
changed its previous decision. Judgment was entered for the Plaintiff. Defendant
appealed that decision and sought a de novo trial before the District Court. The District
Court ruled in Defendant's favor at that trial.
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Ill,

Disposition in the Court Below

Defendant, through counsel, appealed the Justice Court decision to the Third
District Court in Tooele. Ms. Castle timely paid the $70.00 filing fee (as indicted in the
schedule of fees) and after a telephone call requesting confirmation of the amount due
with the Third District Court Clerk. The clerk of the Court set the matter on the Third
District Docket, returned a receipt to the undersigned's office, and provided notice of a
pretrial conference of the trial de novo. Approximately ten days after the filing of the
notice of appeal, Petitioner filed a motion to dismiss the appeal arguing, inter alia, that
Castle had failed to pay $10.00 required by Utah Code Ann. § 78-6-14(4). Counsel for
Plaintiff promptly called the clerk of the Justice Court and paid this amount. The clerk of
the court accepted this payment.
The District Court heard oral argument on the Motion to Dismiss. The Court
determined that the filing fee of the additional $10.00 was not jurisdictional, and that such
a dismissal was a harsh remedy. Prior to the trial de novo, Plaintiff filed a Motion for
Reconsideration on the denial of his earlier filed motion to dismiss. This motion was
denied on the day of the de novo trial. After the trial de novo, the District Court entered
judgment in favor of Ms. Castle.
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The Plaintiff filed the present Writ with this Court the day prior to the trial de novo
hearing, and sought to serve Judge Skanchy on the day of the de novo trial. The writ is
presumably brought pursuant to Rule 65B of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
IV.

Statement of Facts

1.

On February 7, 2003 there was a Small Claims Judgment rendered against

Defendant in the amount of $2,465. See Small Claims Judgment from Tooele Justice
Court Small Claims Department, Case No. 02-31, at Record 36, attached to Addendum of
Defendant and marked as Exhibit "A".
2.

On February 12, 2003, only five days after the entry of the small claims

judgment, Janet Layosa of the undersigned's office spoke with a clerk at the Justice Court
requesting the amount of the filing fee in the appeal of this matter. See Affidavit of Janet
Layosa, included in Defendant's Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to
Dismiss, at Record 77-88, attached to Addendum of Defendant and marked as Exhibit
"B".
3.

Counsel's office was informed that the $70.00 filing fee should be sent to

the District Court. See id.
4.

The $70.00 filing fee (required by Section 78-7-35) was sent to the District

Court. See letter dated February 12, 2003 from Richard N. Barnes to the Clerk of the
Court, at Record 41-42.
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5.

The District Court accepted that fee to initiate the present matter on

February 13, 2003, six days after the entry of the small claims judgment and days prior to
the deadline to appeal the small claims judgment. See ReceiptfromThird District Court,
attached to Addendum of Defendant and marked as Exhibit "C".
6.

The docketing statement for this case indicates that no further amount was

due. See Docket Statement, attached to Addendum of Defendant and marked as Exhibit
"D'\
7.

This case was docketed and both Plaintiff and Defendant were advised of a

scheduling conference in this matter to be held before this Court on March 3,2003. See
Notice of Hearing, at Record 37-38, attached to Addendum of Defendant and marked as
Exhibit "E".
8.

Prior to the conference, Plaintiff filed a motion to dismiss. See Record 48-

9.

Defendant, relying on the aforementioned facts, failed to pay this additional

63.

$10.00 filing fee to the Justice Court until February 26, 2003. See Letter Dated February
26, 2003 from W. Kevin Tanner to the Clerk of the Tooele Justice Court, at Record 67,
attached to Addendum of Defendant and marked as Exhibit "F".
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10.

The Tooele Justice Court accepted this payment on February 27, 2003. See

Receipt of payment of $10.00 filing fee by Tooele County Justice Court, attached to
Addendum of Defendant and marked as Exhibit "G".
11.

Plaintiff did not file a reply memorandum, but filed a responsive letter with

various attachments. See Record 96-130
12.

Plaintiff filed no counter affidavits alleging that the clerks made no such

statements to defense counsel's secretary.
13.

The District Court held a pretrial conference on March 17, 2003. At that

time it held a hearing on Plaintiffs motion to dismiss and denied the motion. See Minutes
of District Court Pre-trial Conference, attached to Plaintiffs Addendum E.
14.

Plaintiff then filed a motion for reconsideration on the motion to dismiss.

See Record 136-148.
15.

Defendant filed a memorandum in opposition to this motion. See Record

150-152.
16.

On April 8, the trial court conducted a trial de novo. Prior to the hearing the

District Court again denied the motion to dismiss. See Minutes - Trial de Novo, Record
154, attached to Plaintiffs Addendum E.
17.

Court personnel list the filing fees on the State Court Web Site as well as

provide the public, including attorneys, a schedule of filing fees. The fees listed on the
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website prior to the May 2003 changes stated: "Trial de novo $70.00" with no distinction
made between small claims departments of district courts and small claim decisions of the
justice courts. See Fee Schedule from State Court's Website, attached to Addendum of
Defendant and marked as Exhibit "H".
18.

The current fee schedule form produced by the State Court System and

given to the public, including the undersigned's office states: "Trial De Novo (Justice or
Small Claims Court) $75.00." See Fee Schedule produced by State Courts, attached to
Addendum to Defendant and marked as Exhibit "F\
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS
Defendant Jennifer Castle timely paid the filing fee represented to her by the clerk
of the Tooele Court. This amount was accepted by the Tooele Court and the matter
docketed. Rule 12 of the Utah Rules of Small Claims procedure did not incorporate Rule
4-803 of the Utah Rules of Judicial Administration. The District Court correctly found
that the filing of the additional fee was not jurisdictional and allowed the trial de novo to
proceed.
The facts relating to the acts of the clerk of the court and counsel in this matter are
not in dispute. Clerks are assigned the responsibilities to collect fees and do in fact
represent the amounts of fees to the public. Ms. Castle relied on this amount, paid it and
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the matter was filed. The District Court correctly acted to allow her appeal and this
discretion is supported by casesfromboth this Court and the Utah Court of Appeals.
For these same reasons, the District Court did not disregard Rule 4-803 of the Utah
Rules of Judicial Administration. This Rule is not incorporated into Rule 12 of the Rules
of Small Claims Procedure. Accordingly, the timely filing of the fee was not jurisdictional
and was in fact paid promptly after notification that the $10.00 fee was due. Assuming
that Rule 4-803 requires timely filing of the fee, the District Court has discretion to allow
the later filing of the fee. This discretion has been found in similar cases relating to the
late filing of notices of appeal by facsimile and notices which were received by the district
court and letter returned for technical deficiencies after the time for filing had passed.
This Court requested the parties position on Kawamoto v. Fratto. Specifically,
whether the same should be overruled or modified. Defendant concedes that Rule
65B(d)(2) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure allows the present writ to proceed.
Specifically, whether a trial court has exceeded its discretion is the very issue before this
court. As such, Section 78-6-10(2) would not allow the present appeal and has been the
basis for denying appeals based on jurisdiction. Kawamoto stands for the proposition that
this case is properly before the court and therefore Defendant does not believe it should be
overruled.
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However, Defendant believes that there is facially contradictory positions on the
law when the plain language of the Statute and Rule are compared. However, as
Defendant believes that Plaintiff is correct that Rule 65B covers the present matter. The
concerns which may arise due to the conflict are not presented in this matter, therefore,
Defendant does not contend that her set of facts rise to the level to seek modification of
Kawamoto.
ARGUMENT
I.

Ms. Castle Timely Paid a Portion of the Filing Fee in this Matter in
Reliance on Statements of Court Personnel. Insofar as the Remaining
Fees Were Late, the District Court Was Not Deprived of Jurisdiction to
Hear Her Appeal.

Plaintiffs primary argument in his motion to dismiss the underlying appeal from
the small claims court and this writ is that Defendant failed to properly pay the filing fees
in this matter and this case should be dismissed for lack of jurisdiction. The undisputed
facts indicate that this mistake was caused by a combination of clerical error and
inadvertence. Further, the Utah Appellate Courts have recognized that failure to pay the
proper amount of the filing fee does not divest a court of jurisdiction, but requires that the
filing fee be paid correctly within a reasonable period of time.
Petitioner is correct that Section 78-6-14(4) states as follows: "The fee in the
Justice Court for filing a notice of appeal for the trial de novo in a court of record is
$10.00. The fee covers all services of the Justice Court on appeal but does not satisfy the
12

trial de novo filing fee in the court of record." As is customary, the undersigned's office
called the justice court and stated that an appeal was to going to befiledand requested the
amount of the fee. The response was given that the amount due was $70.00. Defendant
timely filed the $70.00filingfee required by Section 78-7-35. Said payment was
acknowledged by receipt and the present matter was opened and the matter opened in the
District Court's docket. A review of the docket, indicates that no further balance was due
in this matter. As it noted below, it was assumed that all filing fees had been paid.
Plaintiff correctly noted in his motion to dismiss that an additional $10.00 was still
due to the Justice Court. That amount was paid and the Justice Court accepted the
payment. It is undisputed that the clerk of the Justice Court who acknowledged that the
$10.00 payment was not noticed to have been missing or due, and therefore the error was
apparently missed by the Justice Court clerks. This error seems to be a combination of the
mistake by the undersigned's office in failing to send the $10.00, and the clerk's office not
requesting the payment of the $10.00 until the error was recognized by the Petitioner. At
no time during any proceedings did any Court personnel inform Counsel or his office that
the correct payment had not been received or an additional payment was due.
The failure to pay the $10.00 to the Justice Court did not deprive Castle of her
opportunity of a de novo trial in the District Court. The Utah Appellate Courts have held
that timelyfilingof a notice of appeal or complaint in the trial court is jurisdictional,
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however the proper payment of the filing fee is not required if the payment of the fee is
paid within a reasonable time. In Dipoma v.McPhie. 2001 UT 61, P.3d 1225, this Court
reviewed a case in which the trial court had dismissed a complaint for failure to timely pay
the appropriate filing fee. This Court noted that Rule 3 of the Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure controlled the filing of the complaint. See id. atflO. This Court stated that:
the plain language of rule 3 requires merely that a plaintiff file a complaint
with the court clerk, and any reference to filing fees as a jurisdictional
requirement is notably absent. Certainly, if it had been intended that
payment of filing fees be a jurisdictional requirement for commencing an
action, a provision expressly requiring that fees be paid in advance would
have been included.
Id. at ^[13. In sum, the Court noted that in the absence of language mandating that a fee be
paid prior to creating jurisdiction, the filing should be permitted.
This Court went on to address the appellee's argument that filing fees were
required for filing a complaint to invoke jurisdiction as stated in Utah Code Ann. § 21-1-5
(now renumbered as 78-7-35). At that time § 21-l-5(l)(a) stated: "The fee for filing any
civil complaint or petition invoking the jurisdiction of a court of record not governed by
another subsection is $120." Dipoma, at 10. The appellee argued that these sections
specifically required payment to create jurisdiction. See id. The Court noted that these
sections were not incorporated into the Rule 3 governing the filing of complaints and that
no payment was required to invoke jurisdiction. See id. at 13. The Court did affirm the
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dismissal in that matter however, but only because the appellant failed to timely pay the
filing fee within a reasonable time. See id. at 118.
Although Rule 12 of the Rules of Small Claims Procedure has not been interpreted
by either this Court or the Court of Appeals, the present facts are analogous to the cases
cited above. Rule 12 of the Utah Rules of Small Claims Procedure does note that fees are
required, but states: "The appropriate fee must accompany the Notice of appeal." Utah R.
Small Claims P. 12(b). However, like Rule 3 of the Rules of Civil Procedure, there is no
requirement that the fee be paid to invoke jurisdiction, nor does Rule 12 state that a failure
to pay the appropriate fee will result in the dismissal of the matter. Rule 4-803(2)(D) of
the Rules of Judicial Administration requires fees to be paid to invoke jurisdiction.
However, as in Dipoma. this Rule is not incorporated into Rule 12 of the Rules of Small
Claims Procedure. Therefore, although Rule 12 requires the filing of the appropriate fee,
the fee filing is not a jurisdictional requirement.
The incorrect amount was paid due the above-referenced error. It is undisputed
that $70.00 was timely presented to the Court in this matter. Counsel's secretary called
the clerk to verify the amount due and reasonably relied and in fact acted on that
statement. Plaintiff challenges this fact, however, he has not properly disputed it here or
in the Court below and ignores the District Courts authority regarding fact finding. First,
no counter affidavit was filed in the trial court. Counsel submitted the affidavit in
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opposition to Plaintiffs motion to dismiss in that court. Plaintiff presented two arguments
in opposition to this affidavit. In the trial court he only asserted that the undersigned's
secretary is a liar. A tenuous position to maintain without any other evidence. This
factual finding is within the purview of trier of fact. The District Court did not rule the
affidavit was false, but instead denied the motion to dismiss. As such, this fact remains
undisputed.
The only legal argument he presents to this Court that it should not allow the
clerk's statement is that this statement was legal advice that the clerk could not have
given. This statement is false on its face. The cited statutes state that the fees must be
deposited into the Court. It is axiomatic that the fee is paid to the court clerks, no other
persons accept this payment. If taken to its logical conclusion a party could walk into the
court, produce cash or other payment and in all ways be prepared to file an action and ask
the clerk the appropriate fee and be told that information is not available to the public, but
must be looked for in the Code. Another simple example would be that a person writes a
check correctly to the court but pays only $70 dollars of a fee that was recently raised to
$80. The clerk, following Plaintiffs reasoning would be forced to refuse to accept the
filing and return the check and pleading with no explanation.1 These results would

^ i s example is particular revealing in the present matter. Mr. Panos' opening brief was
in fact returned to him for failure to comply with the rules. However, he was told by an
appellate clerk on a court produced form how to correct the technical deficiencies.
16

obviously conflict with the duties of the clerk and would undoubtedly raise due process
concerns.
Finally, Plaintiffs argument ignores the realities of what occurred in this case and
often occurs, namely clerks give this information out all the time and it is universally
relied upon. The Official website of the courts provides a schedule for the benefit of the
public, and presumably for the attorneys, that lists the filing fees. This Court should take
judicial notice that prior to the fee increase, this listing stated that the filing fee for a trial
de novo was $70.00, with no distinction being made between small claims divisions and
justice courts. Further, the current filing fee sheet being made available to the public
states: "Trial De Novo (Justice or Small Claims Court) $75.00". The public, including
attorneys, call the clerks or refer to these sheets to pay their fees. If the public currently
follows the present fee schedule a large number will be technically deficient. Finally,
Judge Skanchy, the Respondent in this matter has not challenged these facts in this appeal.
Counsel for the Court has not filed briefs in this matter. However, on both occasions he
has filed a letter with this Court which states that Respondent Jennifer Castle is in the best
position to address the issues raised in this matter.
This Court noted in Dipoma that a party should be able to rely on the statement of
Court clerks. See id. at f 15. The correct amount was paid pursuant to Section 78-7-35, a
mistake was made as to the amount of the additional filing fee to be paid under 78-6-
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14(4). Defendant's counsel simply failed to pay the full filing fee with the notice of
appeal due to and reliance upon the conversation between the secretary and the clerk of the
court. The mistake went uncorrected based on reliance on the docket statement, notice of
hearing, and receipt provided by the clerk of the Court. All these documents indicated that
all fees had been paid and the present matter was properly before the Court. It was not
until after the expiration of the ten day appeal period that Petitioner brought the error to
the attention of the parties through his Motion to Dismiss. Counsel for Castle within two
days of the receipt of the Motion to Dismiss paid the additional $10.00. Counsel for
Defendant recognizes that it was their responsibility to pay the fee in this matter and, as
noted above, forwarded the additional $10.00 fee to the Justice Court. However, as the
Court in Dipoma stated after citing several cases similar to the matter before it: "[t]he loss
of a potentially valid cause of action is a rather harsh penalty for an oversight of this type."
Id. at f 15 (citations omitted, alteration in original). In the present matter, Defendant
would lose her opportunity to defend herself and be heard for a mistake in failing to pay an
additional $10.00 fee, which was an error made by both counsel and the clerks of the
court.
The Court of Appeals reached a similar conclusion in Raiser v. Buirley, 2002 UT
App 277, 54 P.3d 650 on very similar facts to those before the Court in this matter. In
Raiser, the plaintiff sought to appeal an action. He deposited with the district court his
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notice of appeal timely with a money order. Id. at ^[3. The district court returned the
notice of appeal and the money order approximately a week and a half later. Id. The court
noted that the payee portion of the money order was incorrect. Id Plaintiff promptly
refiled the notice with a correct amount that was due. Id The Court of Appeals noted that
Rule 3(f) of the Rules of Appellate Procedure explicitly states that the clerk shall not
accept the filing of the notice unless the fee is paid. Id at f5. The appeal was first ruled
by the Court of Appeals to be untimely and plaintiff sought a rehearing.
On rehearing the Court of Appeals held that the appeal would be considered timely.
The Court of Appeals stated:
Under Rule 3(f), the district court clerk could refuse to accept the
notice if it was not accompanied by the appropriate filing fee. Nevertheless,
an appellant may reasonably assume that he or she will be promptly notified
of the rejection of an otherwise timely notice of appeal, especially if the
filing fee is tendered therewith.... The delay of approximately one week in
returning the notice of appeal resulted in a claimed delay in receiving notice
of appeal until a date when the time for appeal had either expired or was
about to expire....
To deem the acceptance [of the filing of the notice] revocable would
work an injustice because Raiser could reasonably rely upon either
acceptance of the notice of appeal or its prompt rejection.
Id. at 1ffl9-10. As recited above, Defendant timely filed her notice and paid the fee
requested by the court clerk. No rejection of her filing was ever made. As noted above,
she paid her filing fee well before the expiration of the ten business days allowed by the
Rule. Had her counsel been told timely that the fee was deficient the error would have
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been corrected. Accordingly, Plaintiff reasonable relied on the statements of the court
clerks and complied with the filing requirements and the district court correctly denied the
motion to dismiss.
II.

The District Court Did Not Disregard the Requirements of Rule 4-803
and Had Discretion to Allow the Appeal.

Defendant would first submit that the District Court did not ignore the
requirements of Rule 4-803. As argued above, Rule 4-803 does require the filing of the
fee. For the reasons set forth in Part I, Rule 12 does not incorporate Rule 4-803.
Accordingly, the filing fee was not jurisdictional and the district court properly conducted
the de novo trial.
Assuming arguendo that Rule 4-803 required dismissal the district court has
equitable discretion to hear disregard the requirement of timely receipt of the filing fee.
As noted in Part I, both this Court and the Court of Appeals have held in the abovereferenced cases that a party must be allowed to reasonably rely on the representation of
court clerks. The facts of Raiser have been set forth above and stand for the proposition
that the court (in that case, the Court of Appeals) has the ability to retain jurisdiction over
the matter if the error of timely filing was due to a clerical error.
This Court also implicitly recognized this authority in Gorostieta v.
Parksinson.2000 UT 99,17 P.3d 1110. In that case, the party seeking to appeal a matter
called the court and asked if the notice could be mailed or faxed; and was in fact due on
20

the date of the phone call. See id. at ^[18. The clerk allowed the filing to be made by
facsimile and the fees and original had to be received at a latter date. See id. This court
held that the clerk accepted the notice by facsimile and that it therefore had jurisdiction.
See id. at f20. Rule 21 of the Rules of Appellate procedure requires that timely filings be
received on or before the time fixed for filing. See Utah R. App. P. 21(a). Service under
this rule is required by either mail or in person. See Utah R. App. P. 21(c). Accordingly,
a facsimile received on the day a notice is due would be improper. However, as the court
clerk had authorized delivery by facsimile when counsel's secretary had stated that she
could hand deliver a copy that same day.
In sum, this Court and the Court of Appeals have exercised discretion in that in
light of circumstances similar to those present in this matter to allow untimely filing of
fees and notices when that act was either expressly authorized by a court clerk or was
result of reliance on the clerk's statement. This matter is factually similar to these cases
and the district court, assuming it was bound by Rule 4-803 to hold the fees to be
jurisdictional, has the equitable authority to disregard that rule and allow the appeal to
proceed.
III.

Rule 65b of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure Allows the Present Writ;
And This Court Should Not Modify its Ruling in Kawamoto.

This Court has asked the parties to address the apparent distinctions between what
Rule 65B and Section 78-6-10(2) allow after a trial de novo from a small claims action.
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Both the Rule and Statute are set forth above. Rule 65B on its face suggests that the
present writ is properly before the Court as Plaintiff is challenging the District Court's
decision that it had jurisdiction over Defendant's appeal pursuant to Rule 65B(d)(2)(A).
At the same time Section 78-6-10(2) explicitly states that no appeal is allowed unless the
trial court rules on the constitutionality of a statute or ordinance. Plaintiff did not ask the
trial court to rule on the constitutionality of a statute or ordinance. Accordingly, Section
78-6-10(2) would not allow the present appeal. Plaintiff does not seek to appeal the trial
court's ruling.
The Court has discussed Rule 65B in the context of Rule 78-6-10(2) only in one
prior case prior case namely Kawamoto v. Fratto, 2000 UT 6, 994 P.2d 187. In that case,
this Court allowed a Rule 65B petition when petitioner challenged the jurisdiction of the
small claims court. This Court provided its reasoning for hearing the petition as follows:
Pursuant to section 78-6-10 of the Utah Code, trial court decisions on
appeals from the small claims courts cannot be appealed further "unless the
court rules on the constitutionality of a statute or ordinance.11 Utah Code
Ann. § 78-6-10(2) (Supp.1999). Because the trial court did not rule on the
constitutionality of a statute or ordinance, petitioner cannot appeal, and thus,
rule 65B is the sole means by which petitioner can obtain the "plain, speedy
and adequate remedy" to which she is entitled. See Society of Prof 1
Journalists.Utah Chapter v. Bullock 743 P.2d 1166,1168 n. 1 (Utah 1987)
(noting that party's pursuit of an extraordinary writ was procedurally correct
because it could not appeal the district court's order).
Id. at Tfl, n.l. The Court addressed five issues in that case. Three of these issues involved
the jurisdiction of the small claims court. See id. at ^[6. Implicit in this ruling is that
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section 78-6-10(2) does not allow an appeal, but Rule 65B still allows this Court to
exercise its authority to issue writs when a lower court may have exceeded its jurisdiction.
The present matter involves the jurisdiction of the District Court, an item
specifically allowed for review by Rule 65B(d)(2)(A) and by Kawamoto. However, the
Court of Appeals has not allowed an appeal when jurisdiction was challenged by the
appellant. See West Valley City v. Scripter. 2001 UT App 243 (unpublished decision). In
that case the defendant challenged jurisdiction and the Court of Appeals determined that
because the court did not rule on the constitutionality of a statute it had no jurisdiction
over the appeal under Section 78-6-10(2).
It is apparentfromboth Kawamoto and the plain language of Rule 65B(d)(2)(A)
that a party may challenge the an inferior court when it exceeds its jurisdiction, but only
under Rule 65B. Accordingly, Defendant does not contend that Kawamoto need be
overruled in this matter. However, Kawamoto does not contain analysis of why Rule 65B
allows some jurisdictional review when Section 78-6-10(2) does not. It could be
suggested that the only reason that the Court of Appeals dismissed the appeals in its cases
is that the party simply failed to file a petition under Rule 65B. However, this position
would seem to create a situation in which one not having the ability to appeal directly
would simply file a Rule 65B petition and phrase their appeal in terms of the lower court
having exceeded its jurisdiction. Therefore, in this matter, Plaintiffs review should be
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limited to the issues addressed above, specifically the jurisdiction exercised by the district
court. As this was explicitly provided for by both Rule 65B and this Court's holding in
Kawamoto. Defendant concedes that a Rule 65B petition was proper and to that extent
Kawamoto need not be overruled.
That being conceded, Kawamoto still lacked an explanation of why the
jurisdictional issues were properly reviewed. In that case, as in the present matter, the
district court would become the sole interpreter of its own jurisdiction. Both cases
involved clear jurisdictional issues where the trial court could deny a party access to the
court based on the court's interpretation. It is in the better interest of justice and serves the
purposes of the oversight of this Court to therefore review the decisions of district courts
to jurisdiction.
Accordingly, Kawamoto may need to be modified or expanded to address the other
issues which may be cast as jurisdictional or abuses of discretion, when they are simply
met to bypass Section 78-6-10(2). However, in this matter no such confusion is claimed
to exist by Defendant. If her appeal had not been allowed, she would have pursued these
same remedies. Her only redress on appeal would have been her reliance on the court
clerks and the court's abuse of discretion in either failing to allow her to pay the fees after
notice of their inadequacy or failing to properly allow for her appeal based on the above
argument that the timely filing of the fee was not jurisdictional. However, even this
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argument is hypothetical This court should only modify Kawamoto to define when lower
court has exceeded its jurisdiction and/or abused its discretion as those issues may arise in
the future when particular facts or circumstances necessitate this review. See State v.
Menzies. 899 P.2d 393, 398-99 (Utah 1994).

CONCLUSION
Rule 12 of the Utah Rules of Small Claim Procedure does not require dismissal of
an appeal from a small claims decision if the fee is not paid timely. In the alternative, the
error was due to reliance on statements from the clerks of the court and the trial court
properly allowed the appeal. The district court, insofar as necessary, has authority to
protect persons such as Plaintiff from these minor technical errors so that justice may be
satisfied. Kawamoto and Rule 65B allow the present petition to have been filed, although
it should be denied. This matter does not raise issues requiring the modification of
Kawamoto.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED THIS 16TH DAY OF DECEMBER 2003.
PAUL H. MATTHEWS & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

W. Kevin Tafeier^
Attorney for Defendant/Real Party in Interest
Jennifer Ann Castle
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 1(9

day of December, 2003,1 caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing BRIEF OF DEFENDANT JENNIFER ANN CASTLE
REAL PARTY INTEREST to be mailed through United States mail, postage prepaid, to
the following:
Clifton W. Panos
996 Oak Hills Way
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
Brent M. Johnson
Administrative Office of the Courts
450 S State Street N31
P.O. Box 14024
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0241

M^
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EXHIBIT A

TOOELE JUSTICE COURT, STATE OF UTAH
TOOELE COUNTY, SMALL CLAIMS DEPARTMENT
47 SOUTH MAIN STREET, TOOELE, UTAH 84074

/y./Vm

rbn/if;

.Plaintiff j

Name
<?<?/« tok \4,il* flhj-f
Street Address
uJt
J&I4 (»k* C?.'J*M
City, State, Z I P r r '

SMALL CLAIMS JUDGMENT

Mto?
Phone
Case No. 0 , 3 • 3 t
_, Defendant

Name
J'747 A/ V/> Lt)
Street Address
~frflt!e_
t.ttnli
?</67V
City, State, ZIP

Phone

f.A. 7 «W *

DATE OF TRIAL:
PARTIES APPEARING:

[^Plaintiff

^Defendant

THE COURT ORDERS JUDGMENT AS FOLLOWS:
[ ] FOR DEFENDANT ON COUNTER AFFIDAVIT
Principal (including any allowable pre-judgment interest and fees)
ay**
Court Costs
liA.
Total Judgment, with interest {] at
percent (the current state post-judgment
S-Ur.E*
rate) OR' [ ]
percent pursuant to the contract between the parries, until paid.

ft FOR PLAINTIFF,
$
$

-

-- -

[] FOR DEFENDANT
[] FOR PLAINTIFF ON COUNTER AFFIDAVIT
[] No Cause of Action
[ ] Dismissal With Prejudice
(claim may not be refiled)
[ ] Dismissal Without Prejudice (claim may be refiled)
This judgment is effective for 8 years.
Dated

a- 7

2o^> ^ - g r / ^

JUDGE

NOTICE OF ENTRY OF JUDGMENT
I certify that I [] mailed ^j delivered a copy of this judgment to [] Plaintiff p^ Defendant on this date.

Dated Vo U 7*h

. 20_Q3_

t

]Clerk% Deputy

E^j Plaintiff
[ ] Defendant
READ THE INSTRUCTIONS THAT ACCOMPANY THIS FORM

EXHIBIT "B

Paul H.Matthews (#2122)
RichardN. Barnes (#8892)
W. Kevin Tanner (#8872)
PAUL H. MATTHEWS & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Attorneys for Defendant
1*0 West Broadway, Suite 700
Salt Lake City, UT 84101-2060
Telephone: (801) 355-7007
Facsimile: (801) 355-6006
THIRD DISTRICT COURT, TOOELE COURT
TOOELE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
47 South Main, Tooele, Utah 84074

CLIFTON W.PANOS,
Plaintiff,

AFFIDAVIT

v.

Case No. 038300082 ST

JENNIFER ANN CASTLE,

Judge Randall Skanchy

Defendant.

COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )
)ss.
STATE OF UTAH
)
I, Janet Layosa, having been duly sworn, depose and state as follows:
1.

I am over the age of twenty-one years and am an individual residing in Salt Lake

County, Utah.
2.

I have personal knowledge of the facts contained in this affidavit.

3.

On February 12,20031 called the Tooele Justice Court directly and spoke to a

Justice Court Clerk.
4.

I specifically asked the Justice Court Clerk what the appropriate filing fee was for

an appeal from a Justice Court small Claim's decision that is the subject matter of the present
lawsuit.
5.

I was informed that the filing fee would be $70.00 and that I should forward a

check in that amount with the Notice of Appeal filed in the present matter.
6.

I was not told by the Justice Court Clerk of any additional fees to this $70.00.

7.

Acting in reliance on the statements made by the Justice Court Clerk, I requested

a check in the amount of $70.00 which was attached to the letterfromRichard Barnes in his
letter transmitting the Notice of Appeal to the Justice Court.
Further saith naught your affiant.
DATED this p i t day of February, 2003.

STATE OF UTAH

)
:ss.
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )
SUBSCRIBED and sworn to before me this <Q day of February, 2003.
i

OIJ^

vJndtL

otary Public
My Commission Expires: /V\>rA ^r\ ^co**
**SA ttT*t o « i seas
is 9fsn
9fss\ o
o sr es esss
t i a cs=3
C5=a s{•—a ussrs

Notary Public

2

f / $ K ^
Hi ^FfNsf* \1)
I r \ ®f^& )s\
I WyWt«y4y
• ^&T77&

LAURI C.PARKE
10 West

i

,

Broadway, Suite 750 3
Salt U k e Clt UtaJl
V'
8^101-2046 B
My Commission Expires
3
Apn!27,2005
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EXHIBIT C

:-*i- ^ S i K i L T ^Urf

-

1.1 & *m ^ *

32/13/83 15*18
-ri'HUr* tfMFtNfca? ^-. w r»h^I-
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:.^se2 33S388882
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SC senovo Justice

^lainiiTt: PAh£$. C I FTC*.
Sow? Code description*
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EXHIBIT D"

3RD DISTRICT COURT - TOOELE
TOOELE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
CLIFTON PANOS vs. JENNIFER ANN CASTLE
!E NUMBER 038300082 SC denovo Justice

IRENT ASSIGNED JUDGE
RANDALL SKANCHY
ITIES
Plaintiff - CLIFTON PANOS
99S Oak Hills Way
Tooele, UT 84074
Defendant - JENNIFER ANN CASTLE
1947 North 40 West
Tooele, UT 84074
Represented by: RICHARD N BARNES
COUNT SUMMARY
TOTAL REVENUE

Amount Due:
Amount Paid:
Credit:
Balance:

70
70
0
0

00
00
00
00

REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: TRIAL DE NOVO
Amount Due
70 00
Amount Paid
70 .00
Amount Credit
0 00
Balance
0 .00

USE NOTE
IOCEEDINGS
2.-13 -Q$? Case filed by nevag
2-13-03 Judge SKANCHY assigned.
2-13-03 PRETRIAL CONF ON SC APPEAL JC scheduled on March 03, 2003 at
01:30 PM in Room 321 with Judge SKANCHY.
2-13--03 Note Address changed from
2-13--03 Note Address changed to 1947 North 40 West Tooele UT 84074
2-13--03 Note Address changed from
2-13--03 Note Address changed to 996 Oak Hills Way Tooele UT 84074
2-13-03 Notice - NOTICE for Case 038300082 ID 5516736
PRETRIAL CONF ON SC APPEAL JC.

Tinted: 02/20/03 09:09:03

Page 1

nevag
nevag
nevag
nevag
nevag
nevag
nevag
nevag

EXHIBIT "E

3RD DISTRICT COURT - TOOELE COURT
TOOELE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
CLIFTON PANOS,
Plaintiff,

NOTICE OF
PRETRIAL CONF ON SC APPEAL JC

vs.

Case No: 038300082 ST

JENNIFER ANN CASTLE,
Defendant.

Judge:
Date:

RANDALL SKANCHY
February 13,2003

PRETRIAL CONF ON SC APPEAL JC.
Date: 3/3/03
Time: 01:30 p.m.
Location: Room 321
TOOELE COUNTY COURTHOUSE
47 SOUTH MAIN
TOOELE, UT 84074
Before Judge: RANDALL SKANCHY
The reason for the change is Clerk error.
Dated this

13 -" day of ^JJJAAA^LA^

, 20 0?>

District Court Deputy Clerk
IF YOU NEED AN INTERPRETER, PLEASE NOTIFY THE COURT, at (five days
before your hearing, if possible)• In all criminal cases and in
some other proceedings, the court will arrange for the interpreter
and will pay the interpreter's fees. You must use an interpreter
from the list provided by the court.
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, individuals
needing special accommodations (including auxiliary communicative
aids and services) during this proceeding should call Julie Kroff
at 435-843-4713 at least three working days prior to the
proceeding.

Case No: 038300082
Date:
Feb 13, 2003
CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION
I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the
following people for case 038300082 by the method and on the date
specified.
METHOD
Mail

Mail

Mail

Dated this

tu
j 3>""day of

y.

NAME
JENNIFER ANN CASTLE
DEFENDANT
1947 North 40 West
Tooele, UT 84074
CLIFTON PANOS
PLAINTIFF
996 Oak Hills Way
Tooele UT 84074
RICHARD N BARNES
ATTORNEY DEF
10 West Broadway #700
Salt Lake City UT
84101-2060

20 03

Deputy Court Clerk

W

EXHIBIT F

D

AUL H- MATTHEWS & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
10 West Broadway, Suite 700
Salt Lake City, UT 84101-2060
Telephone: (801) 355-7007
Facsimile: (801) 355-6006
February 26,2003

Tooele Justice Court
47 South Main, Room 141
Tooele, Utah 84074
Attention: Fran
RE:

Panos v. Castle - Small Claims Civil No. 02-31
Panos v. Castle - Civil No. 038300082 ST
OurFiIeNo.AlIied-413

Dear Clerk of the Court:
Pursuant to our phone conversation of this morning, we have recognized that this office
has inadvertently failed to send the Justice Court the $10.00 filing fee required by Utah Code
Ann. § 78-6-14(4). As you are aware, this office has already supplied the $70.00 filing fee
required for de novo with the District Court, and we understand that a copy of that appeal was
properly delivered to your office. When our office received a copy of the receipt and the docket
indicated that the appeal had been properly filed, it also indicated the fees had been paid.
However, Mr. Panos has indicated that the $10.00 fee was never filed with your court. I have
enclosed a check payable to the Justice Court in the amount of $10.00 pursuant to the Code
section cited above. Please see that this money is properly deposited. Please send us a receipt in
the enclosed self-addressed stamped envelope. Again, our office apologizes for any
inconvenience in the late payment of the $10.00 fee. If you have any further questions or
concerns in regards to this matter please call myself or Mr. Barnes, who is handling this matter.
Very truly yours,
PAULH. MATTHEWS & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

WKT;jbl
Enclosures
cc:
Third District Court, Tooele County
Clifton W. Panos
Letter to Court Q3.\vpd

EXHIBIT "G

TOOELE COUNTY JUSTICE COURT
TOOELE
UT 8 4074

:ASE NUMBER

TC-JC-C3-CL-02-0000031

CASTLE
1947 NO 40
COMMENT
PEAL FEE
PAYMENT DATE
2/27/03
BY
MATTHEWS,
$10.00
FEE

RECEIPT NUMBER:

JENNIFER
TOOELE

3ASE NAME

10::-: / AM
?MTT

BY: CHECK
RECEIVED BY: FG

CHECK #;
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EXHIBIT "H

(6) Public on-Iii le sen/i :es. II lefeefoi pi iblic DI i line sen vices shall be as follows:
(A) a set-up fee of $ 2 l ^ r ~ ™ ~ "

''"^

~

r

"~~

^

™

(B) a subscription fee of $30.00 per month for any portion of a calendar month; and
(C) $ i 0 per mInute of connect-time greater than
(7) No interference. Records, information, and services shall be provided at a time and in a manner that does not
interfere with the regular business of the courts. The Administrative Office of the Courts may disconnect a user of
public on-line services whose use interferes with computer performance or access by other users. The Administrative
Office of the Courts may establish reasonable time limits per access call to promote access by a variety of users,
(8) Waiver of fees.
(A) Fees established by tt lis i i lie si tall be waived foi :
(i) any government entity required by law to obtain court records; or
I nf! an\ I in'soei who Is the subject of the record and who is impecunious.
(B) Fees established by this rule may be waived foi a student engaged in researcl i for ar i acadei i lie pui pose
(C) Fees established by this rule may be waived for a governmental entity if the fee is minimal.
Utah Code Annotated §78-7-35; Filii ig Fees
[Type of Filing, Action, or Service
' Subsection
(Original complaint not otherwise governed by another subsection
(D(a) •
ICivil Complaint or Interpleader
1
$2,000 or less
d)(b)(i)
Greater than $2,000 and less than $10,000
(1)(b)(ii)
(1)(b)(iii)
$10,000 or more
I
Divorce or Separate Maintenance
(1)(b)(iv)
[Small Claims
$2,000 or less
(D(c)(i)
Greater than $2,000
(1)(c)(«)
ICounterclaim, Cross Claim, Third Party Claim
$2,000 or less
(D(d)(i)
Greater than $2,000 and less than $10,000
(D(d)(ii)
I
$10,000 or more or the party seeks relief other than monetary :(1)(d)(iii)
I
damages
|
Divorce or separate maintenance
i(D(d)(iv)
[Small Claims Counter Affidavit
$2,000 or less
l(D(e)(i)
Greater than $2,000
l(D(e)(ii)
[Deposit Funds
$2000 or less
I
Greater than $2,000 and less than $16,000
Id )(f)
I
$10,000 or greater
Id )(f)
[Trial de novo
(1)(9)(i)
[Appeal of administrative traffic hearing
(D(g)Oi)
[Appeal, Interlocutory Appeal, or Certiorari
(D(h)

torn

Feel
140.00
45.00
90.00
140.00
80.00
45.00
70.00
45.00
70.00
90.00
70.00
35.00
50.00
!
!
|
1

|
!

45.00 !
90.00
140.00|
70.00j
40.00)
190.00J

j Expungement
| Judgment of other state
|Probate or custody document of other state
JAbstract or transcript of judgment or order of Tax Commission
|Abstract or transcript of judgment or order of Utah agencies or courts
| Judgment by confession
|Award of arbitration to be confirmed, modified, or vacated
| Petition or counter petition to modify divorce decree
JAccountings
Estate valued at $50,000 or less
J
Estate valued at $75,000 or less, but more than $50,000
j
Estate valued at $112,000 or less, but more than $75,000
I
Estate valued at $168,000 or less, but more than $112,000
" Estate valued at more than $168,000
[Demand for jury in civil case
|Notice of deposition in action pending in other state
(Documents for judicial approval, not part of pending action
|Petition to open sealed record
(Writ of replevin, attachment, execution, or garnishment
[Authorization of minor to marry
Certificate issued under §26-2-25
J Certified copy
|
Per document
I
Per page
| Exemplified copy
I
Per document
J
Per page

| (D0)(i)
1(D(k)
1
Mir
(D(m)(i)
| (D(m)(ii)
| (D(n)
(D(o)
(D(P)

50.0o|
25.00
™TOTm
30.00
40.00
!
25.00
!
25.00
40.00

j (D(q)(D
! (D(q)(ii)

10.00
20.00
40.00
80.00
150.00
75.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
35.00
5.00
2.00

" —

(D(qP)
(D(q)(iv)
(1)(q)(v)
d)(r)
(1)(s)
'(1)(t)
!(D(u)
i(1)(v)
Id )(w)
(1)(x)

1(1 )(y)

!
!
!
|

|

4.00
.50

I
!

6.00
.50|

1(1 )(y)
(D(z)
Id )(z)

Utah Code Annotated §78-56-108; Transcript Fees
[Record or Service
[initial Preparation; Certified copy to requester
[Subsequent certified copies
[Subsequent non-certified copies

Fee
$3.50 per page
$.50 per page plus $2.00 for the certificate
$.25 per page

j

V, Record Fees
[Type of Record or Service
[Paper
[Microfiche
[Audio tape
[Video tape
[Electronic copy of data records
[Electronic copy of stenographic
(notes
[Electronic copy of audio or video
(records
[Mailing
(Personnel Time
[clerical assistant
[technician

Subsection
(3)(A)
(3)(B)
(3)(C)
(3)(D)
(3)(E)
(3MH

Fee
$.25 per image
$1.00 per card
$10.00 per tape
$15.00 per tape
$10.00 per disk
$25.00 per half day of testimony

(3)(G)

$10.00 per half day of testimony

(4)
(5)
(5)(A)
;(5)(B)

Actual cost
First 15 minutes free
$15.00 per hour
$22.00 per hour

I

•

|
I

[senior clerical
(programmer/analyst
[manager
[consultant
[Public on-line services

(5)(C)
(5)(D)
(5)(E)
(5)(F)
(6)(A)
(6)(B)

[Waiver of fees

(8)(A)(i)
(8)(A)(ti)
!(8)(B)
i(8)(C)

$21.00 per hour
$32.00 per hour
I
$37.00 per hour"
"
"
I
Actual cost
I
Set up: $25.00
Subscription: $30 per month and $.10 per minute
I
over 120 minutes.
|
Any government entity required by law to obtain court I
records.
|
Any person who is the subject of the record and is I
impecunious.
|
A student engaged in research for an academic
I
purpose.
|
For a governmental entity if the fee is minimal.
J

EXHIBIT " I

DISTRICT COURT
Effective May 5,2003
| Capital Judges.
Total
Civil Filing Fee
Petition or Complaint - Original
$2,000 or less
GT $2,000 and LT $10,000
$10,000 or more
No Amount Specified
Counter Claim, Cross Claim, Interve.-::?.' •'" •
Part Complaint
$2,000 or less
GT $2,000 and LT $10,000
$10,000 or more
|Divorce or Separate Maintenance Petition
Divorce or Separate Maintenance - Counter
ICIaim or Cross Claim
(Petition to Modify Divorce Decree
Abstract or Transcript Judgment of Court or
Agency of Utah
Vital Statistics Fee
Demand for Civil Jury
(Trial De Novo (Justice or Small Claims Court)
Municipal Appeal
(Petition to Open Sealed Record
Writ of Replevin, Attachment, or Execution
Garnishment
Accounting - Estate Value
$50,000 or Less
GT $50,000, LT or EQ $75,000
GT $75,000, LT or EQ $112,000
GT $112,000, LT or EQ $168,000
Greater Than $168,000 •
||Award of Arbitration
||Foreign Deposition Notice
Foreign Transcript of Judgment (from a court
||of another state)
Foreign Probate or Child Custody
||Judgment by confession
Judicial Document Approval (not part of a
case)
IJAppeal, Interlocutory, Certiorari
Deposit Funds
$2,000 or Less
$GT $2,000 and LT $10,000
$10,000 or more
Petition for Expungement
Small Claims
$2,000 or Less
GT $2,000
Small Claims (Counter)
$2,000 or Less

Amount

Fee
| Projects
Code Amount
CP

50.00 OL
95.00 OM"
155.00 OB
155.00 oc

45.00
75.00
105.00
95.00
85.00

82.00 |

42.00 I
62.00
52.00

40.00 MD
40.00: AB
VT
DJ
TD
AM
OR
WT
GA

10.00
20.00
40.00
80.00
150.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

EL
EM
EB
EE
AC
AR
FA
FJ

.00
b-..00
150.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

25.00 PC
25.00 JC
25.00 JA

25.00
25.00
?.rco'

45.00
90.00
140.00
65.00

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

Sec I
Fee |
SY ||

1.00 5.00
1.00 5;00
1.00 15.00
1.00 15.00

''
0.00 0.00
15.00
2.00 1.00 5.00
15.00 I ' 2.00 1.00 15.00
15.00
2.00 1.00 15.00
15.00
2.00 I 1.00 15.00

'30.00

2.00J

2.00
75.00
75.00
55.00
25.00
35.00
35.00

205.00 NA
•

40.00
10.00

30.00
30.00

Alt

Defense Disp
CD
AD

15.00
17.00
40.00
15.00 '
40.00 . 15.00
40.00
15.00

I

CL
CT
CB
DV
DX

Retire
JR

Child

74.00
• 32.00
22.00
25.00
20.0Q
20.00

20.00
15.00

15.00
2.00

1.00
2.00 1.00 5.00
1.00
15.00

15.00
15.00

• oo

• .oo

i

_. _ j

143.00J

30.00

15.00

2.00

15.00

15.00
15.00

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

15.00

DS
DF
DL
EX

83.00
33.00

45.00 sc
70.00 SM

10.00
32.00

17.00
20.00

15.00i
15.00

2.00 1.00
2.00 1.00

35.00 XL

0.00

20.00

15 00

0

1i (

,.

40 CC
40.00

•5.00

00| 0.00

